Minutes of the meeting of Riccall Neighbourhood Watch, held on Monday, 26 January 2015 at 7.30pm,
in the Upper Room of the Methodist Chapel, Riccall.
PRESENT

APOLOGIES

Duncan Rimmer
Anne Bell
Edward Wilkinson

Chairman
Secretary
Parish Council Representative

Co-ordinators
Mark Nuttall
Harry Weatherlake
Phil Oliver
George Kent
Sue Wilkinson

Sandra Silvers
Sue Marshall
Janice Oliver
Pam Carter
Val White

Vicky Thomas
ACTION

1.
WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
All were welcomed to the meeting by the Chairman. Two new members were introduced,
having recently offered to help with deliveries in the Holmes Drive area (Val White) and
Coppergate/Silver Street (Sue Wilkinson).
2.
APOLOGIES
Apologies received were read out by the Secretary.
3.
MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
Minutes of the previous meeting held on 30 September 2014 were agreed and a copy was
signed for the record by the Chairman.
4.
MATTERS ARISING
None.
5.

REPORTS
5.1
TREASURER’S REPORT
No report was received in the absence of the Treasurer.
5.2

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

5.2.1. RESIGNATION OF SECRETARY
DR announced that Anne Bell is to stand down as Secretary at the next AGM and options
were discussed for the future of NHW. See item 6 below.
5.2.2
NEWSLETTER
DR to contact Peter Williamson regarding the next issue of the newsletter. It is hoped to
be able to distribute this before the AGM.
5.3

DR

PARISH COUNCILLOR’S REPORT

5.3.1
VAS
The trial of the vehicle activated speed warning sign showed good results but NYCC are
still not in favour of the Parish Council buying and installing a permanent sign. Continued
use of the temporary sign is being discussed and it is still hoped that they will have a
change of mind.
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5.3.2
RICCALL PARK
There has been some minor vandalism and graffiti and some repairs have been
necessary. EW reported that the outdoor gym equipment is being well used.
5.3.3
HEDGES
There has been a good response to requests to trim/cut back hedges and trees from
footpaths.
5.3.4 ROUND RICCALL WALKS
The inaugural walks were well attended, with many positive comments being received
and groups of walkers saying they would recommend to others.
5.3.5 WW1 CENTENARY
A plaque has been placed on the memorial in the Churchyard with a bench nearby.
Unfortunately there has already been some minor vandalism to this.
5.3.6 YOUTH COUNCILLORS
There was a poor response this year to the opportunity for youth councillors. However
one of the two places has been filled and one young person welcomed to the council
meetings.
5.3.7 SNOW PATROL
The Snow Patrol is still going but has not yet been called into action this year. The
summons depends on a call from the Met Office giving reports of anticipated bad
weather.
5.3.8 PARKING ON FOOTPATHS
A survey has been carried out by the Police in the area but concluded that there was not
a problem in the village with parking on footpaths.
5.3.9 TRAFFIC LIGHTS
As previously reported there are still delays at the traffic lights due to the failure of the
sensor loop system. Some drivers are causing potential problems by driving through on
the red light. However the alternative could be that NYCC remove the lights altogether.
5.3.10 PLANNING
The PC is currently encountering problems with planning applications as Selby DC are
not communicating or consulting with them. Permission has been given on appeal for
houses on land near the Post Office, even though this was originally refused, and
granted for three storey buildings elsewhere which would not normally be allowed in the
village. However the surgery was unexpectedly denied permission for an extension to
the pharmacy at the rear of the building.
6.
FUTURE OF RICCALL NHW GROUP
DR discussed options for the future of the group following the resignation of the Secretary.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

That a new Secretary be appointed and the group continue in its current form.
That each street/area of the village be responsible independently.
That the PC be asked to step in, in which case all villagers would automatically be
members and no subscription would be required.
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The meeting felt that the best option would be to try to continue as before, as the group has
been successful for many years. A discussion was held with regard to advertising the role
before the AGM.
AB to produce a flyer to advertise the role of Secretary.
AB
DR to place advertisements in the Beacon, next NHW newsletter and possibly the Parish News. DR
7.
AOB
It is hoped to hold the AGM on Wednesday 13 May 2015 in the Village Institute.
8.
DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next co-ordinators’ meeting will be held on Tuesday 14th April 2015 at 7.30pm in the
Methodist Chapel.

The meeting closed at 8.10pm.

CHAIRMAN _______________________________
DATE ____________________________________
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